We present the first measurement study of JoinMarket, a growing marketplace for more anonymous transfers in the Bitcoin ecosystem. Our study reveals that this market is funded with multiple thousand bitcoins and generated a turnover of almost 29.5 million USD over the course of 13 months. Assessing the resilience of the market against a well-funded attacker, we discover that in a typical scenario, a selective attack with a 90% success rate requires an investment of 14 000-54 000 USD (which is recoverable after the attack). We present economic arguments to explain the existence of this novel market for anonymity and underpin the hypothesis of heterogeneous time preference with empirical data.
Introduction
Anonymity and economics are an odd couple. Most microeconomic models assume agents without name, and fail to predict outcomes if agents become identifiable [1, 2] . Anonymity can be defined as the state of being "not identifiable within a set of subjects, the anonymity set" [3] . With this definition, a simple measure of the quality of anonymity is the size of this set, as the probability of successful identification by random guessing is inversely proportional to the set size.
If there exist situations where the state of being anonymous improves an agent's wealth, one would expect a market for anonymity to develop. Yet anonymity is an unconventional economic good. To produce it, other agents must behave in an indistinguishable way to an observer of the agent who seeks anonymity. This is nicely summarized in the expression "anonymity loves company" [4] . In the language of economics, the production of anonymity generates positive externalities because all agents who contribute to the supply of anonymity also receive the good in demand. Production and consumption are hard to tell apart. So, what should the market price for anonymity be?
While the economics of privacy [5] and personal data [6] have been studied for long, and empirical research has estimated price information (see [7] and [8] for reviews), remarkably little is known about the price of anonymity. Acquisti et al. [9] study the incentives to participate in anonymous communication systems based on mix networks, such as Tor. Their analysis is comprehensive, includes attacker behavior and adoption dynamics, but remains theoretical. Spiekermann [10] interprets survey data collected by self-selection among the early-adopters of an academic anonymous communication system (JAP). Kö psell [11] uses technical measurements in an experimental setup of the same system to approximate the value of anonymity by observing users' aggregate willingness to trade performance for anonymity. (Time-trade-offs were used subsequently to quantify the value of security, e.g., [12] ). All these works contribute interesting observations, but barely scratch the surface of the puzzles associated with markets for anonymity.
This article makes a modest next step by leveraging the cryptographic currency Bitcoin and its ecosystem as a "social science laboratory" [13] . We present a longitudinal measurement study of a market designed to match supply and demand of anonymous value transfers. In principle, Bitcoin transactions can be traced and histories inspected for known identifiers that allow informed parties to associate the initially pseudonymous account numbers with real-world identities. JoinMarket, our object of study, offers a clandestine marketplace to arrange a special kind of transaction that mixes transfers of many different parties, thereby exponentiating the complexity of deanonymization attempts. All parties involved in such a transaction roughly form an anonymity set as used in the above definition of anonymity.
Our approach draws on a combination of methods to answer a number of research questions. We collected price information from the public order book of this market between June 2015 and June 2016. Moreover, we obtain volume information by matching changes in the order book with likely trades in Bitcoin's public ledger. To validate our method with ground truth, we participated on the supply side of the market at selected points in time using a minimal invasive trading strategy. This combination of methods allows us to quantitatively describe the market development over time. Our second contribution is on the economics of security. We study the theoretical possibility of an attacker participating in the market and estimate the cost of deanonymization over time. This cost is expressed in terms of capital employment and as a function of the targeted probability of success. We note that adversaries may even profit from launching attacks, generated from fees paid for the (then empty) promise of better anonymity. To better understand this and other anomalies of markets for anonymity, we formulate stylized economic models of supply and demand. The first model uses time preferences and the second model uses qualitative differentiations to explain the existence and price formation on this market. Where possible, we underpin the underlying hypotheses with data from JoinMarket.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. We offer the necessary technical background about Bitcoin, CoinJoin transactions, and JoinMarket in Section "Background". Our measurement approach, descriptive results, and the hypothetical attack scenario are presented in Section "Measurements". Section "Economics of JoinMarket" discusses economic models devised to explain the observed anomalies. The article closes with a brief discussion (Section "Discussion") and concludes in the last section.
Background

Bitcoin in a nutshell
Bitcoin is the first, and to this date most popular, instance of a decentralized cryptographic currency [14] . A key characteristic of this first generation of cryptographic currencies is their public ledger, replicated on every "full" node of a peer-to-peer network [15, 13] . This ledger, called blockchain, contains the records of all transactions that have ever taken place in the system. Since only transactions reassign ownership of bitcoins and each transaction references all relevant previous transactions, it is possible to validate the state of the public ledger by following the references backwards. A probabilistic consensus protocol resolves conflicting updates at the end of the ledger. Its design, incentive mechanisms, and security properties are vital for the system but irrelevant for this article.
The Bitcoin protocol assigns value, denominated in bitcoins (BTC), to addresses. Bitcoin addresses serve like account numbers. They are derived from the public keys of an asymmetric encryption system. Ownership of accounts is controlled by the knowledge of the corresponding private keys. As anyone can generate fresh key pairs, Bitcoin users enjoy a degree of pseudonymity. However, with all addresses and the associated transactions stored in the public blockchain, an observer can identify relations between them. If this knowledge is enriched with auxiliary information on the real-world identities behind addresses, it becomes possible to deanonymize selected users [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Transactions in Bitcoin specify the origin and the destination of the value transferred. They include a list of inputs, which are references to existing funds, and a list of outputs that specify its new owners. Whenever a user transfers bitcoins, she has to spend the full value of the input and therefore returns any surplus as "change" to an address under her control. A common deanonymization technique is to cluster addresses that are associated with inputs combined in one transaction, as this behavior suggests common knowledge of all the associated private keys [16, 17, 19] .
CoinJoin, a special convention for transactions, intentionally breaks this heuristic [20] . Multiple senders and recipients of funds combine their payments in a single joint transaction (cf. Fig. 1 ). This is possible and secure because valid Bitcoin transactions require individual signatures for each public key associated with the funds used. If CoinJoin was default in Bitcoin, it would increase users' privacy by rendering the aforementioned multi-input heuristic more difficult to apply. A limitation remains: individual values may still leak sufficient information to derive matching subsets [21, 22] .
JoinMarket
A major barrier toward the adoption of CoinJoin is to match users who are interested in creating a transaction. This opens up an opportunity for intermediaries. JoinMarket [23] is a platform for Bitcoin users wishing to participate in CoinJoin transactions. It has been operational since May 2015 [24] . In contrast to previous approaches [25, 26] , JoinMarket does not aim at matching different users who all want to create a transaction at the same time. Instead, it divides users in two groups: (market) "makers" and "takers" of CoinJoin offers. Makers offer their bitcoins for use in takers' CoinJoin transactions. The advantage of this approach is that users do not have to wait for partners when creating CoinJoin transactions. Instead they can choose from a list of offers by the market makers. To incentivize participation, takers pay makers a small compensation (further referred to as "maker fee" to be distinguished from the general "miner fee" in Bitcoin).
The technical backend of JoinMarket is rather simple. It does not use mixing protocols such as Xim [27] , CoinShuffle [28] , CoinParty [29] , or Mixcoin [30] that maintain decentralization, include defenses against Sybil attacks, or at least provide warranties. In the current implementation, takers and makers communicate via a centralized Internet Relay Chat (IRC) channel. Whenever a maker joins the channel she announces her offers to the channel. JoinMarket has no central server that stores a list of available offers; the offer announcements over time form a public order book that every member can maintain locally.
1 Whenever a maker announces or updates her offers, or leaves the channel, the local database is updated. A maker wishing to participate in CoinJoins must stay connected to the IRC server, typically by running an IRC bot that automatically announces offers and updates. Each offer in the order book is uniquely identified by the combination of a username and an offer identifier (uid, oid). Every offer record further contains a maker fee f of type t ¼ frel; absg, a minimum amount v min , a maximum amount v max , and a contribution to the miner fee c that has to be paid for the transaction to be included in the blockchain. Relative fees (with t ¼ rel) are specified in percent of the value a taker intends to send, not the sum of her input values. The miner contribution is intended to reimburse the taker for the increase of the miner fee due to a larger transaction size. It gives more flexibility in specifying the total fees for the taker.
JoinMarket does not automatically match orders. A taker interested in creating a CoinJoin transaction will join the IRC channel, request the current list of offers and receive them from each individual maker in a private message. She will then choose a set of offers with one of the following methods:
1. Random draw from a distribution that weighs offers based on their fee; 2. deterministically choose offers with lowest fees; or 3. manual selection.
The first option is preferable over minimizing the fees because it avoids the risk that a single cheap offer dominates the market. After requesting a set of inputs and destination addresses from each participant, the taker constructs the CoinJoin transaction. Finally, she will publish the transaction on the Bitcoin network.
Two additional details are necessary to understand our analysis of JoinMarket. First, JoinMarket transactions are special cases of CoinJoin transactions with characteristics that allow us to identify them in the transaction graph generated from the public ledger. If n participants construct a transaction, it will have n outputs with the exact same value (we call this the spend) and usually also the same number of "change" addresses. Takers can also choose to sweep their wallets and send all of their funds to an address. In this case there will only be n -1 change outputs. There must also be at least n inputs, 2 each associated with a different Bitcoin address.
Second, JoinMarket makers use a deterministic wallet as specified in BIP 32 [31] . Different wallet chains separate so-called mixing "depths". Each spend is sent to an address belonging to the next depth, while the change stays in the current depth. This prevents the reuse of a spend/ change address pair as common inputs in a future JoinMarket transaction. In the early days of JoinMarket, each maker would simply pick the wallet chain with the highest amount of bitcoins available. Nowadays many makers publish offers for each of the chains, distinguished by the oid. This raises interesting questions related to the pricing of individual offers. Makers offering large amounts, e.g., could demand higher fees as long as there is sufficient demand. Depending on the distribution of the spending values, different mixing depths may also be priced differently to merge funds in such a way that they fit the distribution. These questions require a richer analytical model and answering them is beyond the scope of this article.
Measurements
We now present what is to the best of our knowledge the first measurement study of JoinMarket.
Data collection and preprocessing
We used JoinMarket's built-in order book watcher to monitor the available offers and stored a snapshot about every 5 min (288 snapshots per day) since the beginning of June 2015 until the end of January 2016, and every single minute (1440 snapshots per day) from February 2016 until the end of June 2016. From these, we extract all individual offers (44 million entries in total). Due to IRC disconnects and crashes of the order book watcher, we miss data for a few timestamps. In total, our dataset covers 99.48% of the whole timeframe.
One issue when analyzing the order book is that it is impossible to verify whether stated offers are indeed genuine -makers could easily overstate the amount of bitcoins they offer, or offer low fees and then fail to deliver. In principle, makers could even serve the market without ever stating offers on the public channel (i.e. only make private statements to takers requesting the order book). Still, we assume that the majority of offers is genuine and visible in the public order book. For data cleaning, we decided to remove offers with the uid "fakeorder", which claimed to offer up to 2.1 million bitcoins (i.e. 13% of all bitcoins in circulation). We also removed offers with a maximum amount lower than or equal to zero. To accommodate the risk of outliers due to short-lived exaggerated offers in the order book, we calculate the median over a time interval of one day whenever we report aggregated values.
Besides taking snapshots of the order book, we also ran our own maker bot for multiple weeks. Running a maker bot allowed us to analyze the characteristics of real CoinJoin transactions without significantly influencing what we aim to measure. Of course, we cannot rule out the possibility that the transactions we attribute to normal users are the result of other researchers' participation. Due to JoinMarket's protocol for constructing transactions, a maker does not collect information that would allow to directly associate inputs or outputs with specific users. We therefore consider participating on the maker side a reasonable trade-off between the takers' desire for anonymity and our interest in identifying the characteristics of this market. In total, we participated in 498 CoinJoin transactions with spends <0.5 BTC. This number was largely endogenous due to the behavior of other market participants. From the point of view of research ethics, we would have liked to keep this number lower. However, the market was bumpy at times and manual intervention would have compromised the reliability of the ground truth data. Note that participation as a maker (as opposed to being a taker) does not generate volume. If at all, it marginally increases the anonymity offered to market participants.
We then used one of the transactions we participated in as a starting point and traversed the transaction graph for other JoinMarket transactions between block heights 358 000 (end of May 2015) and 418 722 (end of June 2016). Our criteria for identifying JoinMarket transactions were n spending outputs (i.e. outputs with the same value) and n or n -1 change outputs as well as at least n inputs with n ! 2. We excluded some obvious false positives, such as transactions where all inputs belong to the same address or transactions where the largest input is necessary to create multiple spending outputs. With this technique, we identified 26 523 potential JoinMarket transactions between the beginning of June 2015 and the end of June 2016, which correctly include all ground truth transactions.
During our measurement period the Bitcoin exchange rate varied significantly, between 209 USD per BTC in August 2015 and 768 USD in June 2016 [32] . Whenever we report USD values, we use an exchange rate of 400 USD per BTC (unless stated otherwise), roughly the average exchange rate in early 2016. Figure 2 plots descriptive statistics of the JoinMarket order book over time. We report both the total amount of bitcoins available as well as the number of offers and makers. The thin lines connect daily medians. Thick lines are fitted smoothing splines with ten degrees of freedom. The total number of bitcoins available rose from initially a few hundred in mid-2015 to >2000 in November 2015, dropping to values between 1000 and 1500 in January 2016 and rising >2000 again in mid-2016. Overall there has been a steady increase in the number of offers, while the actual number of makers stays relatively stable. Our interpretation is that makers adopt more advanced bots which offer bitcoins at different mixing depths.
Market overview
While a four-digit figure of bitcoins available already suggests a large market (e.g. 2000 BTC correspond to roughly 800 000 USD), it is more instructive to look at the maker fees at which those bitcoins are available. Figure 3 breaks down the available bitcoins by maker fees in percent of the transaction amount. Absolute fees are converted to relative terms using the maximum available amount. Observe that the majority of bitcoins is available for a maker fee <0.01%. In comparison, centralized services offering coin anonymization often charge fees between 1% and 3% [33] .
Transaction volume
It is not directly observable from the order book how many of the offers have been accepted. We present two estimates for the total number of JoinMarket transactions.
Our first approach is to identify transactions in the blockchain that are relatable to our ground truth JoinMarket transactions. This strategy is valid because the outputs of other makers are usually reused as inputs in other JoinMarket transactions. By traversing the transaction graph in both directions, following the inputs and outputs of transactions and identifying potential JoinMarket transactions, we obtain a set of 26 523 JoinMarket transactions. The total spending value of these transactions amounts to 66 288 BTC, which corresponds to almost 29.5 million USD (converted at daily exchange rates). While we cannot rule out that the Bitcoin transaction graph contains other subgraphs separate from our own transactions in the relevant timeframe, it is unlikely that we missed larger subgraphs due to the conjunctive nature of CoinJoin transactions.
Our second strategy is based on changes in the order book. Whenever a maker took part in a JoinMarket transaction, she updates her public offer(s) as the bitcoins available in her wallet chains have changed. We count 244 958 changes of offers in the order book between consecutive time stamps. We aggregate this data by the time stamp because most CoinJoin transactions involve multiple makers. This introduces a small probability of error if we aggregate offers belonging to different concurrent CoinJoin transactions. Given the transaction volume measured in the first approach, we are confident that the frequency of our timestamps is high enough to keep this error negligible. This approach yields an estimation of 36 393 JoinMarket transactions. Figure 4 compares the estimated daily transaction volume for both methods over time. We see that in 2015 usage peaked between October and December at $150 transactions per day. Over the course of 2016 usage increased substantially, peaking at daily counts of >300 transactions. The substantial co-movement between both graphs (r ¼ 0.956) suggests that our estimation heuristics are reliable. We conjecture that the larger estimates from the order book updates are due to manual interventions of makers and delayed updates of offers, which make them appear as separate transactions.
"Pay your attacker"
A major limitation inherent to JoinMarket is that an attacker can conduct a Sybil attack [34] to deanonymize takers. In such an attack, the attacker would impersonate a large number of makers to be the sole other participant in a CoinJoin transaction. As she knows which of the inputs and outputs belong to herself, she can attribute the remaining inputs and outputs to the taker. This renders the transaction as traceable as without CoinJoin. She could then sell this information to Bitcoin intelligence firms, for instance.
JoinMarket does not actively prevent Sybil attacks but relies on the market mechanism to make such an attack costly. Whenever a taker creates a CoinJoin transaction, she can choose one of the three offer selection methods mentioned in Section "JoinMarket". The default option, random draw with weighted probability function, selects offers over the course of multiple rounds depending on the number of makers chosen. First, it selects the cheapest matching offer from each maker. This limits the offers to choose from to one offer per maker so that makers with multiple offers gain no advantage in the selection process. Next, the offers are sorted by their total fee (i.e. adjusted maker fee minus the miner fee contribution) and each offer receives a probability based on an exponential function parametrized to take into account the number of participants and the distribution of fees. Finally, an offer is chosen based on these selection probabilities. This process is repeated until the initially chosen number of makers is reached, in each round excluding all offers from maker(s) of previously chosen offers. This procedure bounds the success rate of a Sybil attacker by the number of coins at her disposal to outnumber all other offers for each potential spending amount.
We can estimate how many of the offers an attacker would have needed to control to be the sole participant of a user's CoinJoin. To this end, we first explore typical behavior by tabulating the choice variables from the JoinMarket transactions identified in the blockchain:
• the number of makers takers choose to join with and • the distribution of spending values. Figure 5 shows that most takers join with two makers. This was indeed the default until May 2016, when a new version of JoinMarket was released that by default would randomly select between 2 and 4 makers (we distinguish choices after this change in light blue). It is somewhat alarming to see that most users choose a low number of participants as this makes it easier to deanonymize the subsets [22] . Informed by this empirical distribution, we decided to calculate scenarios with 2, 3, and 5 makers. The spending values of the CoinJoin transactions follow a log-normal distribution (Fig. 6) , from which we choose scenarios at the 25%, 50%, and 75% quantiles, which correspond to 0.038 BTC (15 USD), 0.211 BTC (84 USD), and 1.054 BTC (420 USD).
We compute probabilities for all combinations of spending values and numbers of makers. To speed up the calculation, we only use a subset of our data, i.e. one snapshot per hour. Then we select the set of cheapest offers that, in total and across multiple rounds, yield a success rate of 90% for an imaginary attacker. To account for changing user behavior over time, we calculate these scenarios for three different periods that are motivated by shifts in the total number of bitcoins available (cf. Fig. 2 ) and the observed transaction volume (cf. Fig. 4) : from June to September 2015, October 2015 to January 2016, and February to June 2016. Table 1 reports the number of offers that are needed to reach a success probability of 90% in a given scenario defined by the taker's choice of spending value and number of participating makers m. For example, to be the sole other participant in a transaction that seeks three makers at a spending value of 1.054 BTC, the attacker would need to control (on average) between 12 and 17 of the cheapest offers. In general, we see that the number of offers needed grows with m. However, there is almost no difference between attacking transfers of 0.038 BTC, 0.211 BTC, or 1.054 BTC.
Next, we also extract the cumulative value of these offers, which gives us an indicator for the amount of bitcoins an attacker would have needed to control (cf. Table 2 ). For example, to reach a success probability of 90%, an attacker who wants to be the sole other participant in a CoinJoin transaction with m ¼ 3 and a value of 0.211 BTC would require about 35 BTC ($14 000 USD) in the first period, about 135 BTC ($54 000 USD) in the second period and about 53 BTC ($21 200 USD) in the third period (cf. Table 2 ). Note that this amount is not consumed but rather generates a profit during the attack. The actual cost of an attack is only the cost of capital. An attacker who operates in USD mainly faces exchange fees and possibly a risk premium for holding BTC instead of USD.
These figures are aggregates over our periods of observation. Figure 7 presents a longitudinal breakdown in relation to the overall value available on JoinMarket for the most common scenario with two makers and a success rate of 90%. Although the share of capital necessary to perform the attack has dropped significantly from the early days, it still remains between 4% and 20% in early 2016. At market volumes of 1500-2000 BTC, this yields a capital requirement in bitcoin equivalent to a medium five-figure to low six-figure USD amount.
Economics of JoinMarket
In the last section, we have described the properties of this market for anonymity and estimated the capital needed for an economic attack against the implied matching mechanisms. In this section, we draw on economic theory to explain why and under which conditions the market exists. We compare empirical facts against stylized models to validate our explanation attempts.
Excess supply
A market brings together demand and supply. Trades happen if agents on both sides differ in their preferences for bundles (q, v) composed of at least one tradable good (assumed homogeneous, divisible and with perfectly measurable quantity q) and monetary instruments of value v. Preferences change as trades happen, a relation typically expressed in demand and supply functions, which intersect at a market price p. Anonymity is a special good. Specifically, the service of participating in CoinJoin transactions increases q -think of the size of the anonymity set -for all involved parties. There is no simple explanation on why agents appear on both sides of a market. Why should some agents pay for the same service that others get paid for? Indeed, the supply side of JoinMarket, that is where agents get paid, is more attractive. The red line in Fig. 8 visualizes the maximum concurrent demand per day. We compute the maximum demand based on the transactions extracted from the transaction graph. We aggregate the concurrent demand as the sum of spend values multiplied by the number of chosen makers per block, and then select the largest value for each day. The graph shows that at no point in time the demand came close to the total supply (the same series shown in Fig. 2 as bitcoins available) . This confirms our initial doubt.
The excess supply corresponds well to the observable race to the bottom on maker fees (cf. Fig. 3) . The following subsections model reasons why agents would appear on the demand side at all.
Time preferences
Agents may differ in their time preferences. In a stylized model, agents can be divided into two types. Type 1 wants to make an anonymous payment soon, e.g. in exchange for goods and services. Type 2 has a longer time horizon and wants to generate some return on her capital in Bitcoin. Type 1 is willing to pay a premium for immediate service, hence agents of this type appear on the demand side.
To underpin this theory with empirical evidence, we use a proxy for both types. We assume that agents of Type 1 use coins to fund a CoinJoin transaction faster than agents of Type 2, which rely on the market to request their funds for use in a transaction. Because takers first have to send their funds to JoinMarket's internal wallet to create a CoinJoin transaction, we compare the time difference between this funding and the spending transaction for a taker with the time gap to the previous transactions for the maker. To tell apart takers' inputs from makers' inputs, we use subset matching (cf. [21, 22] ). We could unanimously identify the taker's subset of inputs and outputs for 18 218 transactions (67%). In these cases, the taker's subset is the combination that loses value. The makers' subsets usually increase as they collect a maker fee from the taker.
We perform a linear regression to evaluate the difference in the time gap between the previous transaction and the CoinJoin transaction dependent on funds belonging to a maker or a taker. The gap is measured in block intervals, Bitcoin's built-in time scale, where one unit corresponds to just <10 min on average. Because the overall distribution of time gaps is highly positively skewed, we logtransform the time gaps. Table 3 presents the regression results. In the simple model (1) that only takes into account whether an input belongs to a maker or a taker, being a maker has a significant positive influence on the time gap, providing some early evidence for our explanation that takers are willing to pay for faster processing. To control for changing user behavior over time, we specify a second model that includes monthly fixed effects. Taking these effects into account (2) has only limited influence on the coefficient estimate, which gives us confidence that our model is robust.
In general, the importance of differences in time preferences should be inversely proportional to the liquidity. The higher the frequency of trades the more predictable is the time until a reasonably priced offer is taken, and the more attractive becomes participation on the supply side. Table 2 . Cumulative value (in BTC) of the offers needed to be the sole participant in a CoinJoin transaction with probability 0.9, depending on the number of participating makers m and the value transferred by the taker 
Qualitative differentiation
Time preference is not the only explanation. JoinMarket may indeed reflect the fact that bitcoins are not fungible. In simple terms, each individual bitcoin can be traced back to the unique block in which it was created ("mined" in jargon). What matters is that market participants can tell bitcoins apart. Arguably, bitcoins can have different value depending on their history (e.g. [35] ). For example, increasing adoption of risk scoring may make it harder to spend funds that can be associated with a specific activity (e.g. criminal offenses) or whose transaction history contains patterns suggesting such use in the past [36] . Bitcoins are thus differentiable on a quality dimension, denoted in our model by z 2 ½0; 1. Even if this quality is not directly observable, the perceived quality along with agents' expectations about the market valuation of coins of different quality can explain the existence of JoinMarket.
In the presence of qualitative differentiation, CoinJoin transactions, in particular those matched on open platforms like JoinMarket, suffer from adverse selection. Agents with known "good" coins (z ¼ 1) must expect that joining with k "random" coins in the system, the expected quality (over the randomization of the selection) of the outgoing funds z 0 is
where z is the average quality of all coins in circulation. This expectation is very optimistic, because it assumes that the average quality of the coins available in JoinMarket equals the average in the population. In practice, the decision to offer coins on JoinMarket is endogenous. Agents are more likely to offer known bad coins to bet on the chance of getting better ones. More precisely, an agent strictly improves his wealth if z < z*, where z* is the agents' expectation about the average quality of the subpopulation of coins on JoinMarket. As other agents anticipate this behavior, a race to the bottom of z* is triggered, leading to a collapse of CoinJoin platforms for good coins [37] . The only way out for a platform is to enable signaling (and commitment) to a minimum coin quality as part of the offers. JoinMarket did not support this in the study period.
In fact, the absence of signaling may indeed explain why agents appear on both sides. Besides impairing traceability, agents on the demand side may be willing to pay a premium for raising the average (or expected) quality of their funds. Agents on the supply side offer better coins and have (or expect) fewer difficulties in exchanging coins with lower quality for goods and services. This difference may be enough to outweigh the transaction costs of trade and hence justify the existence of JoinMarket.
We considered underpinning this theory with empirical data. However, we did not find a good proxy in our data to elicit private information about the (expected) quality from the participants. An avenue for future research is to test this theory with data generated by Bitcoin risk scoring and intelligence firms, such as Elliptic, 3 Chainalysis, 4 or Scorechain. 5 
Other explanations
The true reasons for trade activity on JoinMarket may be a combination of factors, including mundane ones. For example, operating a maker bot on JoinMarket's supply side requires more technical sophistication than taking offers on the demand side. For some agents, this transaction cost may be higher than the fees paid for receiving the service as taker. Related to this, the risk of operating a "hot wallet" 6 may not be offset by the low maker fees. Moreover, information asymmetries, in particular a lack of understanding of the anomalies of information goods, may keep users on the demand side. To some extent, information disregarding the adverse selection problem discussed above adds to the information asymmetries:
In JoinMarket, normal legitimate investors in bitcoin just want to earn their coinjoin fee. They probably bought their coins from Coinbase.com or bitstamp and only want to earn an extra few % over time. These are the people you're mixing with when you create a coinjoin transaction. This makes JoinMarket unique, unlike any other private enhancer (DarkWallet, BitcoinFog, etc.) where you only mix with others who also want to improve their privacy.
Source: [38] Discussion JoinMarket offers an innovative way of solving the matching problem for CoinJoin transactions. The current implementation is suboptimal in many respects. On the technical side, the software is still in a premature state. It provides little protection against Sybil attacks, Denial-of-Service, or privacy-invasive behavior of market participants. A malicious taker could, e.g., repeatedly ask for funds from maker bots without using them in CoinJoin transactions. Knowing which outputs belong to the same taker then enables her to deanonymize other takers' CoinJoin transactions by telling apart the funds of all participating makers [39] . Recent countermeasures [40] aim at deterring such behavior by incurring a cost for repeated requests, but cannot fully mitigate the issue. There is also little protection against makers unwilling to sign transactions. Even if all market participants follow the protocol, the resulting CoinJoin transactions are identifiable in the block chain with ease, as demonstrated in Section "Data Collection and Preprocessing".
The architecture is centralized around a single IRC server, with all known disadvantages, and quite in contrast to Bitcoin's principle of decentralization. As people entrust this market tens and hundreds of bitcoins, it may only be a matter of time until serious issues arise; possibly adding another data point to the list of incidents where Bitcoin users lost money (cf. [41] ). It remains an open research question to design a robust, accountable, decentralized matching market for CoinJoin transactions which offers some principled privacy guarantees.
On the economics side, JoinMarket leaves us puzzled on why trades exist on a matching market where makers and takers improve their anonymity alike. Moreover, many details of the market mechanism seem to follow ad-hoc approximations, e.g. the default offer selection method. It would be interesting to study the special properties of markets for anonymity through the lens of mechanism design.
A relevant cost factor in anonymizing Bitcoin transactions are miner fees. They internalize the externalities of securing the public ledger and must be paid for each transaction to be included in the blockchain. Whether or not the system can maintain a fee level low enough for consumer transactions is a hot debate at the time of writing (cf. [42, 43] ). On JoinMarket, takers bear all of the miner fees, which often greatly exceed the maker fees. If miner fees rise, JoinMarket's future is uncertain because anecdotal evidence suggests that takers often use multiple CoinJoin's, hoping to increase the size of the anonymity set.
Finally, we note that participation in decentralized systems is often motivated by political or altruistic beliefs. One user described their motives in JoinMarket's public IRC channel as: "I am not really trying to make a profit. I just want my coins to do some good work and maybe help the joinmarket network." These noneconomic factors are hard to capture in an economic framework, but might be necessary to explain otherwise seemingly irrational behavior.
Conclusion
This article documents the first study on markets for anonymity, an interesting and rather unexplored phenomenon, which we found in a niche (JoinMarket) of a niche (cryptographic currencies).
Our longitudinal measurement study reveals a growing market for anonymous bitcoin transfers, funded with multiple thousand bitcoins at an average fee <0.01%. We find evidence for JoinMarket transactions worth almost 29.5 million USD in 13 months. The interpretation of this number is not straightforward because takers may go through multiple JoinMarket transactions subsequently to increase their anonymity. The total amount anonymized is unknown, but likely only a fraction of the headline figure.
We propose and investigate several economic explanations for the existence of such a market for anonymity. In accordance with our model, we observe excess supply and willingness to pay for faster anonymous payments on the demand side. It remains unclear if the agents are aware of qualitative differences in coins being traded, and some public statements suggest the contrary [38] .
Anonymity in society has a Janus face. Undoubtedly, cryptographic currencies facilitate some forms of criminal activity [44, 13] . In this sense, JoinMarket is the cheapest way to launder money in Bitcoin we are aware of. It inherits the security of CoinJoin transactions against fraudulent counterparts and intermediaries. At the same time it inherits the lack of trust of markets over hierarchies [45] , which backfires if the anonymity of transaction flows becomes a design goal next to security. We have shown that it is possible and affordable for realistic attackers to "buy" themselves into the CoinJoin transactions matched on JoinMarket. If law enforcement agencies consider this a viable and legitimate option, they should be careful to coordinate among each other. The attack scenarios described in this paper apply to cases with a single attacker only. If multiple attackers compete on the market, they may thwart each other's effort pretty effectively. With the data at hand, we cannot exclude that the relatively high headline figure of available offers in the order of 800 000 USD is already inflated by such operations.
